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3 U M M A R Y

The Yemen Ara"b Republic occupies a part of the southern
Arabian Shield and has been subject to considerable faulting and
movement. As fer as is known no uranium exploration has ever been
undertaken or is presently contemplated in the country. Uranium
could occur in the Shield rocks and conditions are right for
calcrete type uranium deposits. The Speculative Potential may
be in category 2, ie between 1000 and 10,000 tonnes uranium,,
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A.

The Yemen Arab Republic is a country occupying the south
corner of the Arabian Peninsula. It bounds Yemen (Aden) on the
south, the Red Sea on the west and Saudi Arabia on all other sideso
Boundaries are not demarcated. Taking boundries fixed by other
governments Yemen Arab Republic is 46,160 square miles. Using-
boundaries claimed by the government it is 77,200 square miles
(120,000 and 200,000 square kilometers),. .

In prior centuries, Yemen enjoyed prosperity and was a hub
of commerceo Within this century its decline has been so great
as to.be.virutally unknown by most people.

The country can be divided.- into four regions. These regions
run north and south. They are, going east from the Red Sea:

1) The Tihamah, which is an arid, level strip paralleling
the coast up to an elevation of about 660 feet where
intermittent patches of cultivation alternate with
extensive sand dunes,

2) The Upper Tihamah rising from 660 feet elevation to
about 1500 to 4500 feet above sea level. It is .
characterised by jagged valleys and low plateaus
paralleling the-coast. -. •

3) The Yemen Highlands at an elevation of 5000 to 11,000
feet above sea level. Peaks are higher. It is character-
ised by valleys, plateaus, and terraces, natural and man
made. It is an area of complicated, topography. It
receives adequate rainfall to support varied systematic
cultivation and three-fourths of the population,

4) East of the Highlands.the land slopes down to the
undefined eastern borders of the country in a transisition
zone from temperate to desert. The eastern region . .
merges into the great Rub1 al Khali (the Empty Quarter
.of Saudi Arabia),

Climate in the Yemen Arab Republic varies from arid on the
coast and on the east border to temperate in the Highlands,,
Elevation is the main control. Temperatures range from hot in the
desert to much below freezing in the Highlands,

Roads have been constructed largely through foreign aid. There
are about 1,025 miles of road, of which only 280 are paved (I65O and
450 kilometers). Only the three main cities are linked by road
and the pattern makes .a hugh triangle.
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Wo rail exists* Port facilities are limitech The new
al-Hudaydah port, has limited accommodation- The old port of
Mocha is-;being.'sand-blocked by drifting sands„• •

Air service connects San'a', the capitol with other Arabian
cities in the region. Local service goes to two other cities.

B. GEOLOGY OF THE YEMEN ARAB.REPUBLIC IN EgLATIOH TO
POTENTIALLY FAVOURABLE JURAJglUM. BEAR.IFG:.. AREAS

The Yemen Arab-Republic occupies a part of the southern
Arabian Shield, but is less stable than other parts of the shield.
Patches of flat-lying Jurrasic, Cretaceous and Tertiary rocks
broken, by intensive faulting are in the northern part of the country
Massive extrusive volcanics of Late Cretaceous to Recent time
surround fault blocks containing earlier rockso Yemen was positive
until Late Jurrasic when a strait developed, between a sea in the
approximate position of the present Red Sea and the Indian Ocean.

The Red Sea did not develop until Middle Miocene. It formed
as a result of spreading as distinct from a grabben as was long
thought. Up until that time the Arabian Shield was part of the
East African Shield and not a seperate entity.

Wo contintental clasitcs are reported in the section. All
rocks deposited are marine or volcanic. The shield is composed
of metasediments which were subjected to several periods of
orogeny before becoming stable and immobile. Ho description of
these rocks was found., They support, the beds of the Highlands.

Rocks described as "calcareous duracrust" are extensively
developed in the Empty Quarter. They are centimeters to 3 or 4
meters thick and support escarpments up to 50 meters high.

C . PAST. .EXPLQRATION

Wo information is available about any ' uranium exploration
activities in the Yemen Arab Republic.

D. URAjjlIUM ._Q_CCURREWfiES AWD RESOURCES,

Wo information has been found on any uranium occurrences
or radioactive anomalies.

E. . -PRESENT STATUS. OF EXPLORATION

As far as is known no plans exist for any uranium exploration
survey.
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Uranium may be found as primary type deposits of the shield.
Conglomerates similar to those in Africa may be found in the
shield Precambrian rocks.

Clacrete deposits similar to thoss of Australia may be found
in the duracruts in the Empty Quarter desert*

Kb solution deposits are likely since suitable host rocks
are absent.

The .Speculative P.otent_ial may be in category 2, ie between
1000 and 10,000
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